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4580 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–459ynamics in liquid crystal devices:
a simulation perspective
A. Tiribocchi,a O. Henrich,b J. S. Lintuvuoria and D. Marenduzzo*a
In liquid crystal devices it is important to understand the physics underlying their switching between
diﬀerent states, which is usually achieved by applying or removing an electric ﬁeld. Flow is known to be
a key determinant of the timescales and pathways of the switching kinetics. Incorporating hydrodynamic
eﬀects into theories for liquid crystal devices is therefore important; however this is also highly non-
trivial, and typically requires the use of accurate numerical methods. Here, we review some recent
advances in our theoretical understanding of the dynamics of switching in liquid crystal devices, mainly
gained through computer simulations. These results, as we shall show, uncover interesting new physics,
and may be important for future applications.1 Introduction
Liquid crystals (LCs) are prime examples of so materials in
which long-range order correlations are combined with
uidity.1 LC displays (LCDs)2,3 represent one of the most
successful and widespread applications, and today they
dominate the display device market. The high interest in
studying LCs is also due to applications beyond display
devices,4 such as LC elastomers,5 colloid–LC composites for
use as photonic crystals,6 LC creams,7 and even liquid crys-
talline food.8 The framework of LC theory has also proved
useful to describe biological matter,9 such as densedriano Tiribocchi is a Post-
octoral Research Associate in
he School of Physics and
stronomy at the University of
dinburgh. He studied at the
epartment of Physics of Bari
Italy) where he received his PhD
n theoretical physics in 2011.
e worked on lattice Boltzmann
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nd binary uids. His current
esearch interests include simu-
ations of active liquid crystals
nd eld theories for active
atter.
University of Edinburgh, Mayeld Road,
@ph.ed.ac.uk
University of Edinburgh, Mayeld Road,
2suspensions of swimmers,10 cell cytoskeleton and
membranes11 as well as bird ocks.12
In this review we discuss the physics behind the switching of
LC devices, focussing on the eﬀects of hydrodynamics and ow,
based on results obtained from computer simulations, which
are necessary in view of the intricacy of the underlying equa-
tions of motion. We consider devices which are either based on
nematic LCs or on blue phases as these are important repre-
sentatives of both present day commercially successful LC
devices and their potential future development. It was during
the late 1970s and the early 1980s that the combination of
increasing popularity of liquid crystals as a research eld and
rapid development of industrial manufacturing technologies
led to the construction of the rst twisted nematic (TN)13 and
super-TN cells.14 Since then the scientic community has always
remained engaged in research that is motivated by the
construction of liquid crystal devices. This has gone hand-in-Oliver Henrich is an Advanced
Fellow at the Edinburgh Parallel
Computing Centre. This was
preceded by postdoctoral
appointments at the Centre for
Computational Science, Univer-
sity College London and at the
School of Physics and
Astronomy, the University of
Edinburgh. His current research
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structure of liquid crystals, ow
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matter, the lattice Boltzmann method and high performance
computing.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article Onlinehand with the development of innovative applications, such as
the thin-lm transistor technology developed in the late 1980s,
followed by notebooks and culminating in the large and small
display technology that currently occupies a vast segment of
the market of mobile phones and monitors. Several features
make LCDs particularly attractive compared to other display
technologies, the most important ones being their compact-
ness and portability, thinness and low production costs. These
factors render them suitable for large sized (more than 24
inches), light and relatively inexpensive displays. On the other
hand there are some important and classic drawbacks which
aﬀect the functionality of liquid crystal displays, and resolving
these issues remains a constant focus of attention from a
technological point of view. The main limitations are related
to the “viewing angle” problem and the relatively high power
consumption (although lower than most of the other display
technologies).
As we shall see in this review, gaining a deeper under-
standing of the physics of liquid crystal devices allowed some of
these problems to be addressed and at least partially solved.
Particularly in the eld of devices scientic and technological
breakthroughs are intimately coupled and theory and experi-
ments need to proceed at the same pace. Oen a specic
application raises a challenging problem, which is then tackled
by theory. Also the reverse sequence can occur, for instance the
huge potential of devices based on blue phases has already been
explored in theory, but has not been fully realised in practical
applications. As anticipated, our focus in this review is on the
theory behind the switching dynamics of liquid crystal devices
and particularly on the role of hydrodynamics and ow. The
results are mostly gained through computer simulations, which
have proved to be extremely useful to complement theoretical
and experimental studies of liquid crystal devices.15–19
Computer simulations have been so useful because in the
theoretical framework ow and order parameter elds are
intimately coupled in a strongly non-linear way. This dees
most analytical attempts to describe the switching. Further-
more, the geometries and boundary conditions used in real
device designs are also oen highly non-trivial, and simulations
are uniquely suited to describe them accurately.Juho Lintuvuori is a Post-
doctoral Research Associate in
the School of Physics and
Astronomy at the University of
Edinburgh. He received his PhD
from the University of Durham
in 2010, where he studied self-
assembling molecular materials
using coarse grained modelling.
His current research interests
include the coupling between
ow and order in driven
complex uids including liquid
crystals and colloidal solutions.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014The organisation of this review is as follows: we will rst
discuss devices based on nematics (Section 2), followed by blue
phase based designs (Section 3). Section 4 concludes with a
brief discussion. We would like to point out that here we
concentrate on the results and their relevance to the physics of
liquid crystal device switching, for this reason we give only a
brief description of the standard equations of motion for liquid
crystal hydrodynamics in Appendix A. The interested reader
who wishes to know more about the methodology should refer
to ref. 20 and 21 or the original papers reviewed herein.2 Nematic based devices
In nematic LCs the molecules adopt a state where they align on
average along a preferred direction. This is described by a unit
vector with head–tail symmetry, also referred to as director eld
n. It is important to highlight that in nematics, as inmost liquid
crystalline phases, there is only long-range orientational order
and no positional order between its building blocks, rod-like or
disc-like shaped molecules. The orientational order is respon-
sible for the macroscopic anisotropy of LCs, which is arguably
the most prominent property that nds use in technological
applications.1
Nematics form currently the widest class of LCs used for the
construction of at panel monitors and more generally any LC
based display. A typical twisted nematic (TN) device (still the
most commonly used technology) consists of two transparent
electrodes placed at a distance of a few micrometers from each
other, and of two crossed polarising lters in which the LC is
embedded. The equilibrium zero-eld state of the director is
characterised by a helical arrangement determined by the
surface alignment of the LC molecules (normally a conicting
homogeneous, or planar, anchoring, see Fig. 1a).
This setup induces a rotation of the polarisation plane of the
incident light, which allows the light to pass through the second
polariser leaving the pixel white. When an electric eld is
applied, and for a positive dielectric constant, the molecules in
the centre of the device align along the eld direction. The
polarisation of incident light will be therefore perpendicular to
the second lter and hence the pixel will appear black.Davide Marenduzzo is a Reader
in Biophysics at the University of
Edinburgh. He received his PhD
from the International School
for Advanced Studies (SISSA/
ISAS, Trieste, Italy) in 2002. His
main research interests
currently include liquid crystals,
active matter, and biophysics
(especially the physics of DNA
and chromosomes).
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592 | 4581
Fig. 1 Anchoring geometry of the director proﬁle on the surfaces of several devices: (a) single domain (b and c) two-domain and (d) four-domain
TN device. Reproduced with permission from ref. 15.
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View Article OnlineConversely, when the electric eld is switched oﬀ, the director
eld regains the twisted structure favoured by the boundaries,
and the pixel turns white.
The switching oﬀ, or relaxation time, soﬀ, may be estimated
in terms of the physical parameters characterising the liquid
crystals (see the Appendix for more thorough discussion of the
equations of motion where such quantities appear) as
soff  g1L
2
K
(1)
where g1 is the rotational viscosity of the liquid crystal
(measuring the resistance to director rotation, and typically 0.1–
1 poise), L is the length scale, which for a twisted nematic cell
equals the device size (typically in the micron range), and K is
the average elastic constant of the liquid crystals (or a suitable
combination of the splay, bend and twist elastic constants,
typically 10 pN). We note that the timescale in eqn (1) (which
is typically 1 or more ms in reality22) can be obtained essen-
tially on dimensional grounds, and is indeed a classical time-
scale in liquid crystal dynamics, and it is the one associated
with the reorientation of the director eld.1
On the other hand, the dynamics of the switching oﬀ is
controlled by the magnitude of the eld, and, up to a multi-
plicative constant, the switching on time, son, can be estimated
as (see e.g. ref. 22 and references therein)
sonf
g1L
2
3a

V 2  Vthr2
 (2)
where 3a is the dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal (see
Appendix), V is the applied voltage (typically 1–100 V in micron-
sized devices), and Vthr is the critical voltage below which the
device does not switch on. For large V, then, son  g1L2/(3aV2),
which can again be obtained by dimensional analysis, in cases
where the dynamics is dependent on the voltage, as during
switching on.
Although easy to be built in practice, the twisted nematic
device suﬀers from several drawbacks as previously mentioned.
The most important one is the “viewing angle problem”,23
which refers to the limited maximum angle from which an
image is clearly visible on the display. The energy consumption
is also relatively large, mainly due to the necessity to have the
electric eld continuously on during operation of the device.16
The rst of these shortcomings can be partially solved with the
so-called “multi-domain” technology (see Fig. 1), which was4582 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592proposed in the late 1980s. A patterned anchoring of the LC on
the surfaces creates regions of le and right-handed twists in
the cell. These domains have diﬀerent viewing angle limita-
tions, hence their simultaneous presence in one single device
leads to an overall less stringent restriction. However, the
topological defects or disclinations that emerge now naturally
between regions with diﬀerent orientations are generally
responsible for the loss of resolution.
On the other hand, bistability, or multistability, can provide
a route towards the next generation of devices with improved
energy eﬃciency. In a bistable (or multistable) device, a liquid
crystal can be sequentially switched by a eld into two (or more)
metastable states. In all cases the metastable state is retained
aer the eld is switched oﬀ. Devices like these are technolog-
ically very attractive as they can operate without constant
application of an electric eld. This allows a signicant
decrease in energy consumption together with a dramatic
reduction of the amount of electronic circuits required, with
advantageous consequences for weight and portability. A well-
known example of an experimentally realised nematic multi-
stable device is the zenithal bistable device,17–19 whose bist-
ability relies on exoelectricity combined with a periodic grated
structure of the surfaces. Another example is the device
proposed in ref. 25, in which a hexagonal multi-domain tiling of
the molecules on one or both surfaces creates three stable
macroscopic orientations of the LC that are mutually switchable
by an in-plane electric eld. In addition, a bistable device has
been proposed in ref. 16 in which a two-domain hybrid aligned
nematic (HAN) cell provides a remarkably simple route to ach-
ieve bistability. In most of these cases, though, several of the
metastable states involve again topological defects or
disclinations.
The physics of multistable devices is therefore crucially
linked to the detailed understanding of the defect structure and
of their dynamics under an external eld. For example one is
interested in answering the following questions. What is the
defect structure corresponding to the zero-eld case? What is
the role played by the defects during the switching? How do
hydrodynamic interactions aﬀect the switching dynamics? To
properly address these key questions, modelling and simulation
are of fundamental importance. Here, we review recent results,
published in ref. 15 and 16, concerning simulations of switch-
ing hydrodynamics of nematic LCs conned in cells whose
geometry is inspired by the design of a real device. AnotherThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 2 (a) Time evolution of the z position of the disclination with and without backﬂow. The inset is an enlargement of the switching on
dynamics. (b) Time evolution of the z component of the director ﬁeld along z for the two devices as in Fig. 1b and c. Reproduced with permission
from ref. 15 where also all the parameters are deﬁned.
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View Article Onlinerelated numerical investigation of dynamics in a device geom-
etry was presented in ref. 24.
The rst geometry we describe is depicted in Fig. 1b. It
consists of a two-domain structure in which le- and right-
handed stripes of nematic LCs are separated by a twisted dis-
clination line that lies parallel to the y-axis and is located at the
centre of the cell. Boundaries are in the xy-plane where the
director is homogeneously anchored (this can be obtained
experimentally by rubbing the surface); here and in what
follows it is assumed that light travels along the z direction,
perpendicular to the planes, while the distance between the
planes in the simulated device is in the micron range, as in
reality. The system is periodic along the x- and y-directions.
Fig. 2a shows a plot of the z-position of the defect as an electric
eld is applied perpendicular to the walls and is then switched
oﬀ. When the eld is switched on, the defect moves towards the
top wall and gets pinned to the surface, whereas the defect nds
its way back to the centre of the cell when the eld is switched
oﬀ. This means that the cell is electrically switchable, or in other
words, one can cycle between a eld-induced “on” state and a
eld-free “oﬀ” state. Switchability is clearly a key property for
any device with potential technological applications. In the next
section we will show that this property is also shared with
devices based on cholesteric blue phase LCs.
Interestingly, the switching-oﬀ dynamics is much slower
than the switching-on process. This is because the driving force,
the diﬀerence in free energies between the zero-eld and the
eld-induced state, is small. In this case, indeed, as in other
cases where there is a transition between two diﬀerent states,
with diﬀerence in free energy density equal to Df, one expects
soﬀ to be directly proportional to g1 and inversely proportional
to Df (see e.g. ref. 26 where the velocity of the disclination in a
cholesteric device was shown to scale in a way consistent with
this argument). In addition, backow† (Fig. 2a with circles)
leads to a delay in the onset of the switching on and reduces the
relaxation times signicantly when the eld is removed. This† Hydrodynamic interactions in liquid crystals are oen referred to as backow,
which generally denotes the coupling between velocity eld and director
orientation.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014behaviour seems to be quite generic, given that it has also been
observed in BPI and BPII devices,27 where a similar dynamic
protocol for the electric eld has been adopted. On the other
hand, the time it takes for the defect to get back to the centre of
the cell is still longer than for a conventional TN device. A
possible technological solution could be to stabilise the domain
structure with a surface p/2 pre-twist (see Fig. 1c). This is
explicitly shown in Fig. 2b, where the evolution of the z-
component of the director eld is plotted for both two-domain
devices.
We note that experimental realisations of multi-domain
devices such as those treated in ref. 15 were explored prior to
the theory, in view of their potential use to solve the viewing
angle problem. One of these devices was built in ref. 28 in
terms of a four-domain tiling of the director on the surfaces,
which allows the formation of stripes of two le-handed and
two right-handed twist regions organised in a checkerboard-like
pattern (see Fig. 1d). This design gives rise to a complicated
defect structure whose switching dynamics has been discussed
in ref. 15.
Another example of a multi-domain device has been studied
in ref. 16: this is a two-domain HAN cell (whose geometry is
shown in Fig. 3a), and it provides an interesting example of a
bistable device.Fig. 3 (a) Two-domain cell with homeotropic anchoring at the top
and homogeneous anchoring with a pre-tilt pattern of 10 at the
bottom. (b) Surface patterning used for the top and bottomwalls of the
3-domain tristable device of ref. 25. Reproduced from ref. 16. Copy-
right American Institute of Physics (AIP).
Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592 | 4583
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View Article OnlineThe initial zero-eld two-domain structure in Fig. 3 is due to
the mixed anchoring conditions of the director on the surfaces
with homeotropic (or perpendicular) on one wall and homo-
geneous (or parallel) on the opposite wall. A small pre-tilt of
about 10 stabilises a defect of 1/2 topological charge in the
bulk of the cell (Fig. 4a). The presence of domains with home-
otropic and homogeneous anchoring in one single setup stim-
ulates the emergence of a predominantly homeotropic or
homogenous domains (Fig. 4a) and makes bistable behaviour
possible. The dynamical protocol of the applied electric eld is
rather simple: when the eld is applied along the y-direction the
defect annihilates and, aer the eld has been switched oﬀ, the
director gets stuck in a one-domain structure with low free
energy (see Fig. 4b). This can be fully reverted by applying a
suﬃciently strong pulse along the z-direction, which results in
the device recovering the previous two-domain structure with
the same free-energy (Fig. 4c). Backow (hydrodynamics)
reduces the likelihood to observe bistability, mainly because it
drives the system towards states that have similar free energies.
The idea of using the multidomain technology as a route to
achieve multistability in devices has been applied with enor-
mous success. An example is a tristable device proposed in ref.
25. The typical director pattern on the surfaces is shown in
Fig. 3b. This surface anchoring templates a metastable initial
defect network in the bulk, in which column disclinations of
integer and half-integer topological charge are oriented
perpendicular to the walls and span the whole device. The
dynamics of these disclination lines in an electric eld haveFig. 4 Free energy evolution (top panel) of the HAN cell. Filled squares
correspond to a simulation with backﬂow. The step function is non-
zero when the ﬁeld is applied. The director proﬁle of the equilibrium
zero-ﬁeld states is shown in the bottom panel. When an electric ﬁeld is
applied along the y-direction (switched on at t ¼ 30 000 and oﬀ at t ¼
40 000), the system relaxes to a stable state ((b) in the bottom panel,
snapshot at t ¼ 70 000), but in a diﬀerent minimum free energy. Then
an electric ﬁeld is applied along the z-direction at t ¼ 70 000 and is
switched oﬀ again at t ¼ 80 000. The relaxation process drives the
system back to state (a). The relaxation curves for the two cases
without backﬂow (open and ﬁlled circles) were ﬁtted with a stretched
exponential and the inset shows a comparison with a simple expo-
nential (dashed line). Reproduced from ref. 16. Copyright American
Institute of Physics (AIP).
4584 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592been discussed in ref. 16, and are characterised by a complex
reshaping of the director eld pattern. This leads to the
formation of transient disclination loops which reconstruct into
an array parallel to the wall and pinned to the surfaces (see
Fig. 3 in ref. 16). Eventually, aer the eld has been applied and
removed along one of the directions of the surface patterning,
surface defects appear and the bulk of the liquid crystal remains
nematically aligned along the eld direction (these resulting
patterns are the multistable states).
It is worth mentioning that all switching mechanisms
described above involve LCs whose building blocks are rod-like
shaped. It is appropriate to assume that the orientational order
parameter couples quadratically to the electric eld (this is the
so-called dielectric coupling, see Appendix). Depending on the
sign of the dielectric anisotropy the molecules tend to align
them either parallel or perpendicular to the eld. Diﬀerent
classes of LCs consisting of pear- or banana-shaped molecules1
can instead show spontaneous polarisation in the presence of
an elastic distortion. The opposite eﬀect, an elastic distortion
generated by polarisation that is induced by an electric eld, is
also possible. The coupling between the variation of the orien-
tation and the external eld is called exoelectric coupling and is
linear in the applied eld (see Appendix). This behaviour makes
it dominant over the dielectric coupling for low enough volt-
ages; the classical example of a device which exploits the physics
of exoelectricity is the above mentioned zenithal bistable
device.17–19
Another emerging class of LC devices is based on the idea of
switching the LC via microuidic ow rather than by external
electric elds. While integrated devices that combine micro-
uidics and optics have received a lot of attention during the
last decade, devices that use LCs are still almost unknown. In
ref. 29 a device is presented that translates a periodic volume
modulation into a modulated optical retardation and trans-
mission in a microuidic cell. The top picture in Fig. 5 shows
the basic operating principle. A needle is connected to a reser-
voir holding a nematic liquid crystal which is itself connected to
a microchannel. Up and downmovement of the needle together
with homeotropic anchoring conditions at the wall of the
channel cause the LC to buckle and undergo changes in the order
parameter structure. This novel way of operating a LC device by
ow oﬀers a number of advantages over conventional switching
mechanisms, such as fast and symmetric response in the sub-
millisecond range, a regime which is out of reach for most
conventional devices based on nematogens. At the same time it
makes use of the advanced and sophisticated alignment control
that we have gained to date over nematic LCs. The bottom picture
of Fig. 5 shows a few cycles at a relatively moderate frequency of
178 Hz and the symmetric response times.
The construction microuidic devices based on LC media
may be still at an early stage. However, it seems interesting to
ask how the defect structure inuences the ow behaviour, a
link that could be used for a variety of other switching mecha-
nisms. In ref. 30 and 31 the bulk switching behaviour of blue
phases in a simple shear ow has been studied. This revealed a
complex ow behaviour that depends directly on the topology of
the disclination network and the ratio of viscous to elasticThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 5 Peristaltic ﬂow of nematogens in microﬂuidic channels: the top
picture demonstrates the basic principle and the eﬀect of the peri-
staltic ﬂow on the alignment of the nematic liquid crystal. The bottom
picture shows the transmission signal for the steady state (red) and
periodic modulation (peristalsis) (blue) together with the driving pulse
(black). Light travels along the vertical direction; crossed polarising
ﬁlters are placed on opposite parts of the cell. The insets give
magniﬁcations of the on and oﬀ proﬁles. Reproduced from ref. 29.
Copyright Nature Publishing Group.
Fig. 6 Equilibrium BPI (a) and BPII (b) defect network in a cubic cell
with periodic boundaries. Reproduced from ref. 27 with permission
from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
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View Article Onlineforces, which is quantied in the dimensionless Ericksen
number. A similar computational study may shed a lot of light
on the dynamics of the “optouidic” device of ref. 29.Fig. 7 Blue phase diagrams in the chirality k–temperature s plane
without a ﬁeld (top left) and for a ﬁnite ﬁeld strength (top right). The
bottom row depicts the two three-dimensional hexagonal blue phases
Ha3D and H
b
3D. Reproduced from ref. 43.“Copyright (2010) by the
American Physical Society”.3 Cholesteric and blue phase based
devices
As is clear from the results reviewed in the previous section,
understanding the defect dynamics and how it is aﬀected by
hydrodynamics or by an external electric eld is therefore
crucial to capture the physics of many nematic liquid crystal
devices, as well as to improve their performance. This is even
more important in devices based on cholesteric and blue pha-
ses, to which we turn in this section, as in these systems the
disclination network has a more intricate structure.
In cholesteric or chiral nematic liquid crystals (ChLCs), the
director eld n features a twist deformation in the direction
perpendicular to the symmetry axis of the molecules, whereas inThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014blue phases the director eld twists along more than one
direction. The periodicity in the twist deformation introduces
another length scale, the pitch, p, which is of the order of
microns or larger, for cholesterics, while it lies in the hundreds
of nanometer range for blue phases. This additional length
scale may substitute the device size L in our estimates the
switching times son and soﬀ (see eqn (2) and (1)): particularly in
the case of blue phases, even the switching oﬀ times may easily
be in the sub-millisecond range, which renders these materials
very attractive for devices. While most ChLCs used in display
devices32 are man-made, and can be obtained by adding a chiral
dopant to a nematic LC, a naturally occurring instance of ChLCs
is DNA in solution at low or moderate concentrations.
Because of their special optical properties, rst and foremost
their periodic refractive index as a result of the local director
twist, ChLCs have been used in several applications ranging
from temperature sensors to displays, such as polymer stabi-
lised surface textures. Focal conic defects stabilised at zero
electric eld can be switched into the homeotropic texture (also
known as the “ngerprint” texture, where the direction of the
cholesteric helix is parallel to the boundary planes) when an
electric eld is applied. If the amount of the chiral dopant in the
system is large, a cascade of intermediate “blue phases” (BP)33Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592 | 4585
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View Article Onlinecan become stable between the cholesteric and the isotropic
phase. The peculiar feature of blue phases is that they exhibit a
fully periodic three-dimensional network of defects (see Fig. 6).
As anticipated, the typical length scale of this defect network is
of the order of the wavelength of visible light, which adds to
their unique optical properties.
In particular BPI and BPII defects or disclinations are
organised in ordered lattices with specic space symmetry
groups that are associated with crystals. BPIII in contrast
appears to be amorphous.34 The periodicity of the defect
structure leads to vivid scattering peaks.35 Because of their
uidity, the optical properties of BPs are easily controlled by
electric elds.36–38 The issues related to their initially limitedFig. 8 Time evolution of the defect network of the BPI phase during the s
ﬁeld applied along the z-direction ([0, 0, 1]). Strong anchoring is set on
structure with respect to the typical network of the BPI (t0), after several
the system usable as a device. Reproduced from ref. 27 with permission
4586 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592range of thermal stability of about 1 K that early experimen-
talists faced have now been resolved bymeans of new composite
and compound media oﬀering stability over an impressive
range (up to even 200 K in width), including room tempera-
ture.39,40 These innovations led to the recent construction of the
rst prototype of a blue-phase display with promisingly fast
switching and response times.41
We discuss now some of the most recent numerical
studies on the eﬀects of applied external electric elds and
hydrodynamic interactions in BPs, mainly focusing our
attention on the evolution of the defect network in periodic
and conned cells. The general picture that emerges from
these studies is that the defect dynamics depends sensitivelywitching on (t0–t5)–oﬀ (t6–t11) dynamics in a cubic cell with an electric
both walls. Although the ﬁnal conﬁguration (t11) has a diﬀerent defect
cycles, the switching is reversible between the states t5 and t11, making
from The Royal Society of Chemistry.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
Fig. 9 Zero-ﬁeld equilibrium defect network for a cubic BPI cell with
(a) homogeneous and (b) homeotropic anchoring on both walls (in
grey). While ring defects emerge when the director is parallel to the
surface, a BPI defect-like network is observed when the director is
perpendicular. More exotic topologies can be seen in ref. 48. Repro-
duced from ref. 55 with permission from The Royal Society of
Chemistry.
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View Article Onlineon parameters of the applied eld, and particularly on its
magnitude and direction.
Before we proceed to discuss setups with specic boundary
conditions, it is instructive to consider the bulk switching
behaviour of blue phases. At nite eld strengths and for
certain thermodynamic parameters blue phases with a hexag-
onal spatial symmetry emerge as stable equilibrium phases. The
top le image in Fig. 7 shows a blue phase diagram in the
absence of external electric elds, featuring the cholesteric state
and two cubic blue phases, BPI and BPII, at low temperature, as
well as the isotropic state at high temperature. Note that
amorphous BPIII is not depicted in this phase diagram. It would
enclose the BPII region (see ref. 42 for instance). At nite eld
strengths the isotropic state becomes unstable as the molecules
align and form a eld-induced nematic state. This is also the
case for cholesteric states with a comparably large pitch length
or low chirality, respectively. The cholesteric and both cubic
blue phases move towards larger chiralities and lower temper-
atures and, close to the transition line to the isotropic state, a
region of stable hexagonal blue phases appears. The two bottom
images in Fig. 7 give snapshots of both three-dimensional
hexagonal blue phases Ha3D and H
b
3D. The phase stability
depends on all three key parameters, namely temperature,
chirality or inverse pitch length, and eld strength, and is rather
intricate. Ultimately the topology of the underlying defect
network determines the range of stability. In general the region
of stability of hexagonal blue phases grows with increasing eld
strength at the cost of the cubic blue phases, whose range of
stability is also restricted from the high-chirality end where the
eld-induced nematic state is energetically more favourable.
Having discussed the behaviour of bulk blue phases under
an electric eld, we continue by highlighting some modelling
work on device designs based on blue phases. When, for
example, a suﬃciently strong eld is applied perpendicular to
the walls in a BPI cell, a complex reorganisation of the defect
structure takes place. Typically disclination lines twist up
during the switching on until they merge to form unstable
branching points that annihilate in the bulk, creating a state
with defects pinned up against the walls. When the eld is
removed, some arcs of the disclination lines migrate back to the
centre of the cell while others join to disclinations that are sit-
uated close to the boundaries (see Fig. 8). Aer one such cycle
the device is therefore stuck in a metastable state whose total
free energy is higher than that with zero-eld (in equilibrium).
Starting from the last metastable state, a further application of
the electric eld guides the system towards the same eld-
induced state. This switching behaviour constitutes a reversible
cycle which makes the cell suitable for use as a device (in other
words, the device is “switchable” as per previous denition). As
the magnitude or the direction of the eld changes, several
diﬀerent kinetic pathways can be observed, provided the eld
strength is above a critical threshold, below which the topology
of the equilibrium structure remains unaltered.27
As in nematic devices, hydrodynamic interactions play an
important role in determining the kinetic pathway during the
switching event. In the BPI devices studied numerically, they
reduce relaxation times, speeding up the evolution towardsThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014steady states (see discussion in ref. 27). More qualitatively, the
inertial coupling of the order parameter to the velocity eld
prevents the system from getting trapped in metastable states.
This drives the system towards states with lower free energy.27
The switching dynamics in a BPII cubic cell is simpler,
although still interesting. An intense electric eld applied
perpendicular to the walls breaks the defect network creating a
disclination loop that aerwards splits into two disclination
lines which are pinned up at the boundaries. As the eld is
switched oﬀ, the structure recovers its initial zero-eld state,
making the BPII cell a potential candidate for an electrically
switchable device (see ref. 27 for more details).
An important and non-trivial question deals therefore with
the choice of boundary conditions. In the previously discussed
simulations the director at both walls was kept xed at its
equilibrium conguration in the absence of any eld. These
conditions have oen been used in studies of cholesteric and
blue phases,31,44–47 although they might be diﬃcult to realise
experimentally (in practice one would require a specic
patterning of surface defects to x the topology at the bound-
aries). On the other hand, it is much simpler for experimen-
talists to control the alignment by rubbing the surface in order
to obtain a homogeneous (or parallel) anchoring, or by chemical
treatment to favour homeotropic (or perpendicular) anchoring.
In both cases the eﬀect of this treatment on the disclination
network is known to be conned to a single cell of the order of a
few micrometers.
Several recent studies have focused on BPs conned in a
single cell with either homeotropic or homogeneous anchoring.
It has been shown that in both cases the typical equilibrium
defect network is signicantly modied and several metastable
states are introduced. Their structure depends mainly on the
distance between the walls as well as on the anchoring strength.
Some of them are similar to the equilibrium defect structures,
whereas others have a totally diﬀerent topology. Arrays formed
of double-helix disclination lines are observed, for example, in
cells with homeotropic anchoring.48 A regular array of isolated
ring defects emerges when homogeneous anchoring isSoft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592 | 4587
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View Article Onlineconsidered.49 In Fig. 9 we show some possible equilibrium
defect structures obtained from simulations.
The switching hydrodynamics associated with these novel
structures is far from trivial and complex patterns have been
observed during an electric eld induced director evolution
even in the absence of hydrodynamic interactions.50
A key requirement to utilise BP structures in devices is to
understand and control the kinetic route the system takes when
moving between these electric eld induced congurations.
Being able to switch between diﬀerent metastable congura-
tions could in turn lead to multistable devices, which asFig. 10 Time evolution of the disclination network in the BPI bistable ce
switched on along the x-direction (t1–t4). After a double-helical steady s
towards a zero-ﬁeld state with a similar defect structure. Afterwards the
towards a state characterised by twisted ring defects (t9–t12) that are un
ﬁeld is necessary to have a bistable device. It is applied again along the x
(t17–t20). Reproduced from ref. 51. “Copyright (2011) by the American Ph
4588 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592previously discussed are of interest as energy-eﬃcient liquid
crystal technology. A successful example of this has been the
theoretical identication of two bistable BP devices: the rst
one utilises surface memory eﬀects that retain the BPI structure
on the boundaries, whereas the second one entails homeotropic
anchoring in a conned cubic cell.51 In Fig. 10 the switching
dynamics of a conned BPI cell with homeotropic anchoring on
both walls is shown. The device switches between two meta-
stable zero-eld states (t8 and t16), the rst of which is charac-
terised by a double-helical arrangement of defects whereas in
the second one disclinations form twisted rings.ll with homeotropic anchoring on both walls. An electric ﬁeld is initially
tate is reached the ﬁeld is switched-oﬀ (t5–t8) and the system evolves
ﬁeld is switched on along the y-direction. The system is now driven
altered after the ﬁeld is removed (t13–t16). A further application of the
-direction allowing the system to recover the double-helical topology
ysical Society”.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article OnlineIt is likewise interesting to see how the kinetic process
changes during the switching when boundaries are removed
and bulk behaviour is probed. This has been studied in ref. 52
where the authors show that, for BPI and BPII cells, the evolu-
tion is strongly aﬀected by the direction and magnitude of the
electric eld and by the sign of the dielectric anisotropy as well.
When the eld is on, the authors report that the disclination
network rearranges creating complicated topological textures.
Later on, the system ends up in a eld-induced defect-free
nematic or cholesteric state. Typical switching oﬀ times in these
BP-based devices are in the 0.01–0.1 ms range, in line with what
is expected based on a simple estimate by using eqn (1) with the
unit cell size (p) in place of L (the switching on time varies
more as it is eld dependent).
A diﬀerent instance of bulk switching behaviour has been
studied for the case of amorphous BPIII,34 also known as the
“blue fog”. Numerical simulations have suggested that the
structure of the blue fog is locally similar to that of BPII (Fig. 6),
but without any long-range quasi-crystalline order of the dis-
clination network. Fig. 11 shows such a switching event starting
from the amorphous BPIII network. The eld-induced cong-
uration consists of a staggered array of helical, corkscrew-like
disclination lines. This ordering is consistent with a sharper
peak in scattering data, which has been observed inFig. 11 Disclination network during the transition from the amorphous
BPIII to a ﬁeld-induced blue phase, sometimes referred to as BPE. The
snapshots show approximately times tx 0.15, 0.3, 0.6 and 1.4 ms after
switching on the ﬁeld. The bottom row depicts structure factor data
C(k) at the end of the run at ky ¼ 0 and kz ¼ 0, respectively. Repro-
duced from ref. 34.“Copyright (2011) by the American Physical
Society”.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014experiments – no experimental structural data currently exist on
this phase though. The lattice constant of the theoretically
observed structure is diﬀerent along and perpendicular to the
direction of the external eld, as visible in the peak structure
shown in the cuts through simulated structure factor data in the
bottom row of Fig. 11. It is worth mentioning that in this case
there is no sign for metastability and, aer the eld has been
switched oﬀ, the ordered state returns to an amorphous
conformation equivalent to the original one. This, however,
holds for bulk switching: conned samples may well possibly
lead to diﬀerent conclusions.
Before concluding it is important to recap the experimental
situation. As anticipated, the technological applicability of BPs
has been enormously increased by the recent discovery of
polymer and temperature stabilised blue phases.39,53 In ref. 39,
in particular, the authors propose a blue phase in which dis-
clination lines are stabilised as a consequence of high ex-
oelectricity – this mechanism leads to a stability range of up to
200 K! Clearly, for future applications a key research area will be
the understanding of the switching dynamics of such exo-
electric blue phases; the rst step in this direction has been
made in the recent work in ref. 55 (for a related study where
exoelectricity leads to BP-like structures in nematics, see
instead ref. 54). Similar to what has previously been seen for
dielectric elds, the switching dynamics in exoelectric mate-
rials is characterised by global rearrangement of the defect
structures of BPs. In a BPI cell for example the electric eld
drives the system towards a state in which columnar eld-
aligned disclinations are organised in a hexagonal patterned
structure. How this structure interacts with boundaries is
currently unknown, and there are no studies of a similar pattern
in a conned geometry. Such studies will be important to the
design of new devices based on the switching of the newly
synthesised exoelectric BPs of ref. 39.
4 Conclusions
In this review we have presented an overview of recent computer
simulation studies concerning the switching hydrodynamics
within LC devices. These both highlight the richness of the
physics of such devices, and also address important techno-
logical issues with device functioning. For instance, theoretical
studies of multidomain devices are instrumental to the reso-
lution of the “viewing angle” problem, whereas the simulation
driven design of multistable switchable devices is relevant for
producing energy-saving devices, which are required for many
present-day applications such as smart glass, e-paper and
portable exible displays.
This review cannot by any means be exhaustive in describing
all physical and technological aspects of devices. Hence, we
discussed the physics of a selection of these, together with a brief
mention of both their advantages and drawbacks. Furthermore,
for reasons of space we did not include a detailed description of
other interesting and important technological solutions, such as
in-plane switching and vertical alignment. Likewise, we did not
discuss some of the most recent advances like embedded
nanoparticles in an LC matrix, a technology that ndsSoft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592 | 4589
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View Article Onlineapplication in e-ink technologies. Although this represents a
growing and challenging area of research, the largest part of
devices that are traded today on markets are free of colloids or
nanoparticles. Finally, we omitted a substantial number of other
factors that aﬀect the correct operation of LC devices, such as the
colour depth and its permanence as well as the timing perfor-
mance. These factors might aﬀect the switching dynamics,
although not the generic features we presented in this review.
We hope this selection of results has conveyed the message
that the physics behind the working mechanisms of liquid
crystal devices is extremely interesting, and that there are a
number of open questions which would be worthwhile
addressing in the future. Understanding the disclination
dynamics is of paramount importance for the improvement of
design and performance of devices. This is particularly true for
systems like those based on blue phases where the complicated
topological structure makes it diﬃcult to understand the way in
which a target structure can be accessed by means of a specic
protocol. At the same time, defects are an inevitable conse-
quence of the surface patterning used in many multidomain
nematic devices: in these systems a loss of resolution is traded
in for a larger viewing angle. Finding a fully satisfactory solution
of the viewing angle problem that avoids the drawback of
creating defects is currently still a challenge. Another funda-
mental and open question deals with reduced power
consumption of LC devices. Many eﬀorts have been made since
the 1980s with some outstanding achievements such as the
zenithal bistable device which uses nematics17–19 and surface
stabilised cholesteric textures.32 Most of these technologies rely
on bistable or multistable behaviour. New possibilities have
been opened up when blue phases were discovered to be stable
over a wide temperature range. The plethora of competing
metastable states arising in blue phase systems arguably
represents promising potential for achieving multistability,
provided the kinetic pathway for a reversible switching is
accessible. An example of an experimentally realised bistable BP
does exist, and is demonstrated in ref. 56. However, its tech-
nological feasibility remains unexplored. The use of exo-
electric eﬀects could provide another route to lower the energy
footprint of devices. Denniston et al. proposed a exoelectric
surface switching mechanism,17 which is responsible for bista-
ble behaviour in a nematic device.18 More recently simulations
revealed the possibility of using a surface exoelectric eld to
dynamically control the switching of a blue phase cell.
Overall, we feel therefore that there is still a lot of physics to
be discovered lurking behind the functioning of liquid crystal
devices, and this will surely assist new creative and innovative
technologies by revealing fundamental principles.
Appendix
Here, for completeness, we briey review one of the main
physical models used to study liquid crystal hydrodynamics.
This is a continuum model (oen termed Beris–Edwards20) in
which hydrodynamic interactions are consistently taken into
account to describe non-chiral liquid crystals and, in a more
generalised form, chiral liquid crystals. We note that this4590 | Soft Matter, 2014, 10, 4580–4592hydrodynamic theory is suitable to describe the dynamics of
liquid crystal devices,57 for which switching times are 0.1 ms
or above.
The local order of a liquid crystal can be described in terms of
a tensorial order parameterQ, which is in turn related to the local
direction of individual molecules n^ by Qab ¼
D
n^an^b  13 dab
E
;
where the angular bracket denotes a coarse-grained average, the
Greek indices label the Cartesian components of Qab and dab is
the unit matrix. The tensorQab is traceless and symmetric and its
largest eigenvalue, 2/3q (0 < q < 1), measures the magnitude of
local order.
Equilibrium properties are encoded in a free energy density
f 1,20,33 written on the basis of the characteristic symmetries of
the system, and considering high enough order terms to
describe a phase transition. The free energy comprises a bulk
term (which is the sum of only rotational invariants of the form
Qab
p with p ˛ {2, 3, .})
fb ¼ A0
2

1 g
3

Qab
2 þ A0g
3
QabQbgQga þ A0g
4

Qab
2
2
; (3)
and an elastic term which is
fel ¼ K
2

vbQab
2 þ K
2

3azdvzQdb þ 4p
p0
Qab
2
: (4)
The bulk free energy describes the transition from the
isotropic to the liquid crystal phase and the elastic contribution
takes into account the energy cost due to the presence of the
typical bulk distortions, namely splay, bend and twist. In the
former formula A0 is a constant (with units of pressure) and g
plays the role of an eﬀective temperature or concentration
according to whether thermotropic or lyotropic liquid crystals
are considered. In the latter one, K is the elastic constant (in the
one-constant approximation), 3azd is the Levi-Civita antisym-
metric third-rank tensor and p0 is the intrinsic helix pitch of the
cholesteric. In the nematic limit (in which the pitch is very
large) the second term of eqn (4) turns out to be zero.
The coupling of an external electric eld Ea to a liquid crystal
occurs in two forms, namely the dielectric one, in which it is
linear to the order parameter Q and quadratic with the electric
eld, and the exoelectric one, in which it is now linear in the
electriceldandquadratic in theorderparameter. Toaccount for
the former, we add the following term to the free energy density1
fdiel ¼  3a
12p
EaQabEb; (5)
where 3a is the dielectric anisotropy of the liquid crystal. The
exoelectric contribution is instead given by54
fflexo ¼ 3bflQab(Eavg  Egva)Qbg, (6)
where 3b is the bulk exoelectric constant. The dielectric
coupling is typical of rod-like molecules: when the eld is
on, these tend to align parallel or perpendicular to the eld
itself, depending on the sign of the dielectric anisotropy.
Conversely, the exoelectric coupling occurs with pear- or
banana-shaped molecules, in which an elastic distortionThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014
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View Article Onlinedetermines a spontaneous polarisation. On the other hand
polarisation can be induced by an external eld, giving rise to
an elastic distortion.
The last contribution to the free energy is the surface one,
given by
fs ¼W0
2

Qag Q0ag
2
þ K
2
h
vaQbg
2 þ vaQagvbQbg
i
þ 3sfl

vbQab

Ea; (7)
with Q0ab ¼ S0(n0an0b  dab/3) and S0 determining the magnitude
of surface order. The rst term of eqn (7) is a quadratic
contribution ensuring a so pinning of the director eld on the
boundary surface to a chosen direction n^0. The parameter W0
controls the strength of the anchoring and it is practically
innite in the strong anchoring regime, in which the director
eld is eﬀectively xed at the boundaries. The second term is
necessary in the weak anchoring regime where elastic distor-
tions at the surfaces need to be included. Finally, the third term
is a exoelectric contribution at the boundary surfaces (multi-
plied 3s which is the surface exoelectric constant) which
depends linearly on the gradients of Q and is irrelevant in the
strong anchoring regime.55
The equation of motion for Q is20
(vt + ~u$P)Q  S(W, Q) ¼ GH (8)
where G is a collective rotational diﬀusion constant, which is
related to the rotational viscosity, g1. The le hand side of eqn
(8) is the material derivative which is constituted of two terms:
the rst one takes into account the time dependence from
advection by a uid with velocity~u, and the second one S(W, Q)
describes the fact that the order parameter distribution can be
rotated and stretched by the uid. This term depends on the
gradient velocity tensor Wab ¼ vbua and is given by
S(W, Q) ¼ (xD + u)(Q + I/3) + (Q + I/3)(xD  u)
 2x(Q + I/3)Tr(QW) (9)
where Tr denotes the tensorial trace and D ¼ (W + WT)/2 and u
¼ (W WT)/2 are the symmetric and the anti-symmetric part of
the velocity gradient tensorWab. The constant x depends on the
aspect ratio of the molecules of the liquid crystal and controls
the response of the director eld in a shear ow. This can be
ow-aligning (large x), in which molecules form a xed angle
with respect to the ow direction (Leslie angle), or ow
tumbling (small x) where they continuously change their
orientation in a chaotic way. The right-hand side of eqn (8)
describes the relaxation of the order parameter towards an
equilibrium state, process guided by the molecular eld H
which is obtained by taking the symmetric and traceless part of
the functional derivative of the free energy F ¼ ÐdVf with
respect to the order parameter Q
H ¼ dF
dQ
þ ðI=3ÞTr dF
dQ
; (10)
with I being the unit matrix.
The equation for the uid density r is the continuity
equationThis journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2014vtr + va(rua) ¼ 0, (11)
which becomes vaua ¼ 0 in the incompressible limit. In this
approximation the Navier–Stokes equation describing the
evolution of the uid velocity is
r(vt + ubvb)ua ¼ hvb(vaub + vbua) + vb(Pab), (12)
where h is an isotropic viscosity and Pab is the liquid crystal
stress tensor, whose detailed full expression is
Pab ¼ P0dab þ 2x

Qab þ 1
3
dab

Qg3Hg3  xHag

Qgb þ 1
3
dgb

 x

Qag þ 1
3
dag

Hgb  vaQgn vf
vvbQgn
þQagHgb
HagQgb:
(13)
In the case of a simple uid Pab ¼ Pdab, where P is the
isotropic pressure, whereas in the case of a liquid crystal it
describes the elastic stress exerted bymolecules on the uid due
to local deformations in the director eld. It is important to
note that, unless the ow eld is zero (~u ¼ 0), the dynamics of
the order parameter are not purely relaxational. The order
parameter eld aﬀects the dynamics of the ow eld through
the stress tensor, which depends on the molecular eld H and
on Q. This is called backow coupling and it needs to be
properly taken into account when hydrodynamic interactions
are included. The lattice Boltzmann simulations reviewed in the
main text are ideally placed to do so.21
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